DOCTRINAL PLUS
USER INSTRUCTIONS

| DESCRIPTION |
Database providing access to two types of resources:

- Bibliographic notes referencing articles and notes published in 348 French and international journals
- French and European legislations and laws

Technical information
- Access: on site and outside the library, with a complete profile
- Daily updates

| RESEARCH |
- Possibility of simple or multicriteria research
- In the “Recherche experte” (Expert search), the search criteria "Référence" refers to the number of the official source (law, number of appeals ...)

| EXPLOITATION OF RESULTS |
The results are presented in a list from the most recent document to the oldest document (you can reverse this sorting or request a ranking by relevance). If the C, J, T icons on the left are orange:

- "Key quotation" (citation clé) (C). It provides access to other references citing the same legislation or the same law
- "Key jurisprudence (case-law)" (jurisprudence clé) (J). It provides access to a case-law
- "Full Text" (Texte intégral) (T)
Each record includes in order:

- The title of the article
- The author of the article
- The magazine in which the article is published
- The date of publication of the article
- The number of pages and possibly the exact page to find the article in the journal
- Keywords taken from the article itself

Some records also include:

- The possibility to access the full text of the article by clicking on "Voir le document" (View document)
- Comments, i.e. details on the article
- Legal references commented in the article (jurisprudence, legislation): for appeals, requests and laws, there's a link to the full text
- A "Citation clé" (Key Quotation) section which includes the list of appeals and requests, and gives access to all references citing the same decision
- A “Jurisprudence clé” (Key Jurisprudence) section that provides access to a complete description of the case-law cited and its full text